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Amanda Anez, Communication Theory with Dr. What are some practical examples of ethnographers on IWU?
Values are a broad tendency to prefer certain state of affairs over others hfstede,  Although an organization
culture may have weaknesses it does have strengthens as well. Pacanowsky then took the idea the culture is
shared meaning and said that the process of coming to that meaning is just as important as the meaning itself.
Verbal and nonverbal communication within an organizational culture has three distinct things, artifacts,
values, and assumptions. Even though values are a key to understanding an organization culture, values are
unseen and hard to detect until they are shown in behavior. In studying all these stories there are 3 catagories
that are important to know: Corporate Stories Tales that carry management ideology and reinforce company
policy Personal Stories Tales told by employees that put them ni a favorable light Collegial Stories Positive or
negative anecdotes about others in the organization; descriptions of how things really work App Log: Cultural
Approach to Organizations. These deeply held beliefs can be abstract and hidden. In the long run, this can hurt
companies because it can impair creativity, in employees. This can lead to more rules and bureaucracy. A
cultural performance is how we reveal our culture to ourselves and others. The manger however did not value
marriage or family. Notes: Geertz was an enthograther not focused on organizations but on cultures. Norms
are the unconscious rules of how to behave and communicate bantz  Would a third party benefit from this or is
this something they must experience themselves? Because groups continue to shape meaningful webs that
your study would never be complete. Norms are a pattern of communication that shows what type of behavior
is acceptable. A solid organizational culture could be one where the majority of the employees hold the same
basic beliefs and values as apply to the organization. The manger held a lot of similar values that his
coworkers had, but there were also some that were clearly different. Values shared by organizational members
are important to organization culture.


